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1 Summary

Reasoning on robot the perceptual data from the dynamic and static parts of the sur-
rounding scene, to find invariants and regularities, is a primary source of self-awareness.
Regularities express robot shape or robot capabilities, invariants can express robot percep-
tual limitations. Classification processes can be used to detect those regularities. Another
aspect of self-awareness in perception is semantic interpretation. The absence of semantic
interpretation is a well known shortcoming, and a yet unsolved difficulty in robot per-
ception. We hypothesize that the proper way to address this problem is to relate scene
interpretation to self‐awareness. This means that understanding a scene and the robot
capabilities in it has necessarily to be considered as a process involving: observer’s posi-
tioning in it or with respect to it, and the observer’s relationships to scene components.
Those relationships are a basis of scene understanding and for forming intelligible repre-
sentations related to robot actions.

Grounding of knowledge is a key element of scene understanding. One of the formalisms
proposed for solving this problem is the concept of affordance, which is defined as a
relationship between an actor, an object, an action and the resulting effect. Despite the
relatively wide use of the concept of affordance in robotics, it still lacks a precise formal
definition, as well as a definition of the basic operations which can be performed with it.
We refine the definition of affordances, allowing us to propose operators for comparing,
combining, hybridising, and chaining them. We validate experimentally the affordance
comparison operator. After performing structure learning on a Bayesian Network using
object interaction data, we identify affordance equivalences by querying the network to
detect causal settings that generate equivalent effects with high degrees of certainty.

This article has been submitted to the 2017 IEEE International Conference on Robotics
and Automation (ICRA 2017).
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Affordances: Formalisation And Operators

Mihai Andries, R. Omar Chavez-Garcia and Raja Chatila

Abstract— One of the main difficulties in autonomous
robotics is the grounding of robot knowledge. One of the
formalisms proposed for solving this problem is the concept
of affordance, which is defined as a relationship between an
actor, an object, an action and the resulting effect. Despite the
relatively wide use of the concept of affordance in robotics, it
still lacks a precise formal definition, as well as a definition
of the basic operations which can be performed with it. We
refine the definition of affordances, allowing us to propose
operators for comparing, combining, hybridising, and chaining
them. We validate experimentally the affordance comparison
operator. After performing structure learning on a Bayesian
Network using object interaction data, we identify affordance
equivalences by querying the network to detect causal settings
that generate equivalent effects with high degrees of certainty.

I. INTRODUCTION

Grounding of robot knowledge consists in the creation of
relations between the symbolic concepts manipulated by the
algorithms controlling the robot and the physical concepts to
which they correspond.

We study and develop sensorimotor representations based
on visual and proprioceptive inputs when the robot physi-
cally interacts with the environment. These processes build
models of objects based on perceptual features and effects
generated by robot actions, which relate to the notion of
affordances [1]. This paper introduces a formalism for rep-
resenting affordances based on acquired data. This formalism
is required because the affordance concept does not yet have
a proper formal definition, leaving open the question about
how to implement and reason with affordances.

Previous attempts inferred objects’ affordances based on
their similarity with known objects possessing hand-coded
affordances [2]. Others linked affordances to the presence
of specific features in objects [3], [4]. Building on this re-
search, we propose a formalisation of affordances, and define
operators that establish equivalence relationships between
affordances (comparison operator), generate descriptions of
objects with desired affordances (hybridisation operator),
allow to discover how affordances interfere (object and
action combination operator), and decompose a complex
affordance to discover the sequence of causality relationships
that generates an effect (affordance chaining operator).

Our goal is to learn affordances from scratch, without any
human supervision, and without any human-coded specific
feature detector.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In
Section II we describe the state of the art on the formalisation

Mihai Andries, R. Omar Chavez-Garcia and Raja Chatila are with
the Institut des Systèmes Intelligents et de Robotique (ISIR), Sor-
bonne Universités, UPMC Univ Paris 06, CNRS, 75005 Paris, France.
{andries,chavez,raja.chatila}@isir.upmc.fr

of affordances. We then introduce our formalisation of the
elements of affordances in Section III. Next, we propose a
series of operations applicable on affordances in Section IV.
A series of experiments on the discovery of equivalences
between affordances are detailed in Section V, together with
the obtained results. We conclude and present opportunities
for future work in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK ON AFFORDANCE FORMALISATION

According to Gibson, who introduced the notion of af-
fordance in the domain of ecological psychology [1], “the
affordance of anything is a specific combination of the prop-
erties of its substance and its surfaces taken with reference
to an animal”.

This definition of affordance was refined by Sahin et
al. [5] for the domain of autonomous robot control to
include different perspectives for affordance definition and
to underline its acquired nature. Moreover, their discussion
highlighted that affordances are not properties of the en-
vironment alone and depend on the perceptual and motor
capabilities of the actor captured by a sensorimotor learning
process. Where perceptual analysis is also performed after
the motor commands are executed to capture their effects on
the environment.

Some studies on affordances required the recognition of
the object before any affordances of this specific object could
be learned [6]. These approaches limited the generalization
capabilities of the actor to new objects [7]. Such approaches
contrasted with direct perception from ecological psychol-
ogy, in which objects need not be recognized before learning
its affordances [1].

Fritz et al. [8] propose to detect salient regions in the visual
input (visual cueing) where the perceptual invariants appear.
Only the visual features that support the identification of an
affordance are selected. This approach proposes predefined
effect categories with simple cues (flatness of objects) for
liftability and graspability affordances. Ugur et al. [9] study
the traversability affordance of a robot for indoor navigation.
The robot is able to predict which directions are traversable
by detection of predefined critical points for traversability
through apertures, under obstacles and over slopes without
explicitly recognizing objects.

Approaches not based on predefined categories focus on
discretizing the effect space in an unsupervised way, and then
learning the relationships between object features and the
discovered effects. Griffith et al. [10] propose a neuroscience-
inspired learning procedure in which the robot discovers
whether objects can be classified as containers before in-
teracting with them.
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Several authors have attempted to chain affordances to
generate action plans. Dogar et al. [11] use learned affor-
dances in a goal-directed way, by selecting a predefined
movement primitive or by combining the precoded move-
ment primitives based on their affordances. Cakmak et al.
[12] chain affordance-based predictions of action outcomes
and generate plans. They use predefined objects categories,
which limits the construction of complicated plans. Murata
et al. [13] propose a neurorobotics framework for learn-
ing and predicting agent-environment interactions for multi-
steps plans, using either multi-component recursive neural
networks or stochastic multi-timescale recurrent networks.
However, their focus is on learning visuo-proprioceptive
patterns rather than learning how to perceive the affordances
provided by the environment.

The works in [14], [15], and [16] use probabilistic graph-
ical models to capture the stochastic relations between sen-
sorimotor variables. They propose to learn a forward model
that relates the robot motor commands to the visual effect of
the resulting motion, without considering object properties.
Learned representations allow for prediction, imitation and
planning. Their results show that probabilistic learning im-
proves (with respect to deterministic approaches) the ability
to manage uncertainty, redundancy and irrelevant informa-
tion. Neville learns the liftability affordance of objects using
Relational Dependency Networks (RDN) [17]. Both object
properties (size) and action properties (distance and direc-
tion) contribute to the liftability affordance estimation.

The common limitation of many of these approaches is
that they consider the existence of only one affordance. When
more affordances are considered (as in [14] and [17]), it
is not clear how these approaches can generalize to more
realistic scenarios where new affordances can be learned.
Moreover, after affordances are captured in sensorimotor rep-
resentations, the aforementioned approaches do not consider
a process for affordance management or operation.

Most current works agree with the idea that perform-
ing actions is crucial for the visual perception of object
properties, i.e. learning what is the most relavant visual
information, given the sensorimotor abilities of the agent and
its learned knowledge. Affordance learning is necessary for
affordance perception and for prediction of action effects.
The first requirement is in representing data to capture the
uncertainty of robot interaction. Probabilistic representations
and automatic discovery of representations based on robot
knowledge have shown promising results. The complexity
of robot learning experiences and its perceptual and motor
capabilities determines the variety of scenarios, e.g. from
single-object to multi-objects interactions. Such experiences
facilitate the emergence of concepts such as tools [18].

The reported works study the learning of increasingly
complex affordance models, endowing robots with the ability
to perceive affordances and predict the effects of their
actions. However, the formalisations of affordance used
in these works are fitted to the robot capabilities or the
interaction scenario. A formalisation for describing, learning
and manipulating affordances is needed to extend the ideas

Actor

Object

Action Effect

Fig. 1. A graphical representation of an affordance. An object accepts
any action that fits its interface (shown on object’s left), and produces the
specified effect (shown on object’s right). Any actor capable of performing
the expected action on this object can produce the described effect.

of ecological psychology to self-exploration, knowledge dis-
covery, imitation, human interaction and action planning,
allowing for problem solving in unknown scenarios.

III. AFFORDANCE FORMALISATION

A. Affordance: definition

We define an affordance as follows. Let G be the set of
actors in the environment, O the set of objects, A the set
of actions, E the set of observable effects. Hence, when an
actor gm applies an action al on object ok, generating the
effect ej , the corresponding affordance is defined as a tuple:

α = ((gm, (ok, al)), ej), for gm ∈ G,

ok ∈ O, al ∈ A and ej ∈ E,
(1)

and can be graphically represented as shown in Figure 1.
From the actor’s perspective, it interacts with the envi-
ronment (the object) and discovers the affordances in this
scenario. Although it can seem contrary to the acquired
nature of an affordance, we can also view affordances from
objects’ perspective. From objects’ perspective, affordances
are additional properties of objects, which can be perceived
by actors. Hence, from the object’s perspective it offers an
affordance to an actor with specific capabilities. We can also
consider agents who are observers (not actors), who perceive
the affordance acquisition process of actors, and may learn
from it (see Section III-B).

The way in which the affordance elements are defined
influences the operations that can be performed with affor-
dances. Since we aim to establish equivalence relationships
between affordances, predict the affordances of composite
objects, and generate descriptions of objects with desired af-
fordances, we will analyse the following affordance element
definitions: actions (from actor and object perspectives),
objects (as perceived by robot’s feature detectors), and effects
(seen as a description of the environment).

B. How are actions defined?

Actions can be defined relative to actors, by describing the
body control sequence during the execution of an action; or
relative to objects, by describing the consequences of actions
on the objects. This statement comes from the different
perspectives obtained from the affordance definition in eq.
(1): actor’s and object’s perspective. Let us see what are the
implications in each case.
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1) Actions described relative to actors: Actions are here
described relative to actors and their morphology. They are
defined with respect to their control variables in joint space:

a : {Q, Q̇, Q̈}τ (2)

where Q are the joint parameters of the robot used in
action a, and τ the duration of this action. This implies
that, by definition, two actors with completely different
motor capabilities and morphologies cannot execute the same
action. As the action is described with respect to the actor
morphology and capabilities, comparing two actions requires
comparing both the actors performing the actions, and the
actions themselves. When the actors are identical, the action
comparison is straightforward. However, when there is a
difference between the actors’ morphologies (and their motor
capabilities), the straightforward comparison of actions is
not possible and a common frame of reference for such
comparison is needed.

One solution for the mentioned comparison may come
from the domain of Imitation learning, which centres on
recognising and reproducing observed actions. According to
Schaal et al. [19], an essential prerequisite for imitation is
a connection between the sensory systems and the motor
systems, such that percepts can be mapped onto appropriate
actions. In biological systems, the case for such imitation
learning is supported by the theory on the mirror neuron
system, which describes neurons that fire both when an ani-
mal observes an action being performed by another animal,
and when it performs this action itself [20].

2) Actions described relative to objects: When actions
are described relative to objects, they can be defined as
values for object properties (instead of values for control
variables when described relative to actors). This suggests
a generalisation that corresponds to the passage from the
joint space (where actions are defined on the actor) to the
operational space (where actions are defined on the object).
This generalisation classifies actions executed by different
agents (values for control variables) into values in operational
space, that cause an effect on objects, thus becoming related
to object properties. For instance, consider a wheeled robot
and a humanoid robot, which have completely different
motor and control variables in joint space. Pushing a given
object by each of these two robots exerting identical force
will result in an identical object displacement.

Thus, the actor can be omitted from the affordance tuple,
to indicate that any actor which has the required motor
capabilities is able to generate the action which causes this
effect. In addition, the action employed in this representation
is defined in operational space (and not in joint space as was
previously the case). Hence, we can rewrite eq. (1) as:

α = ((ok, al), ej), for ok ∈ O, al ∈ Aok and ej ∈ E (3)

where Aok is the set of all actions in operational space,
applicable to object ok.

While affordances defined from actors’ perspective allow
to learn from innate motor and perceptual capabilities, affor-

dances defined from objects’ perspective are an example of
generalisation of knowledge learned from actor’s perspective.

C. How are objects defined?

Our visual perception process takes raw RGB-D data
of an observed scene to oversegment the cloud of points
into a supervoxel representation. This 3D oversegmentation
technique is based on a flow-constrained local iterative
clustering which uses colour and geometric features from
the cloud of points [21]. Strict partial connectivity between
voxels guarantees that supervoxels cannot flow across dis-
joint boundaries in 3D space. Supervoxels are then grouped
to obtain object clusters that are used for extraction of
properties and manipulation. Figure 2 shows the development
of the visual perception process.

Fig. 2. An example of the visual perception process output. From left to
right: reference image (left), RGB cloud of points of the scene. Supervoxel
extraction. Clusterization of supervoxels. For visual perception we use a
Microsoft Kinect sensor that captures RGB-D data.

If an actor has the innate feature detectors p1, . . . , pn,
corresponding to its perception capacities (such as hue,
shape, size), then an object is defined as:

object = {p1(cluster), . . . , pn(cluster)}, (4)

where cluster represents the object cluster generated by the
visual perception process. A detailed implementation of this
process can be found in [22].

D. How are effects defined?

As mentioned in section III-B.1, changes in the environ-
ment generated by actor’s actions can provide a common
frame for actions and actors comparison. We suppose that an
actor g has q innate effect detectors, that are able to detect
changes in the world after an action a ∈ Ag is applied. For
example, when an actor executes action push on an object,
it can detect object’s displacement, or a feedback force in its
end effector. Formally, effects are a set of q salient changes
in the world ω, detected by robot’s innate effect detectors ξ,
i.e.,

E = {ξ1(ω), . . . , ξq(ω)}, (5)

where an effect is a change in the target object, the actor, or
the environment.

IV. OPERATIONS ON AFFORDANCES

We have defined an affordance as a tuple of type
((actor, (object, actionjoint space)), effect) when the ac-
tion is defined relative to the actor, or as a tuple of type
((object, actionoperational space), effect) when the action
is defined relative to the object. Let us now define a (non
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exhaustive) set of operators that can be employed on affor-
dances of these types:

1) equivalence of affordances,
2) combination of affordance elements,
3) hybridisation of affordances,
4) chaining and unchaining of affordances.

A. Comparison and Equivalence of affordances

Comparing affordances allows to identify equivalence re-
lationships between them. We consider equivalent two af-
fordances that generate equivalent effects. To know when
two effects are equivalent, an effect-comparison function
is required. We propose a binary function that statistically
verifies the similarity between changes detected by effect
detectors and provides the result: two effects are either
equivalent, or non-equivalent.

Whenever two affordances generate equivalent effects, it
is possible to find which affordance elements cause this
equivalence. We distinguish several cases of affordance
equivalence, depending on the elements which differ in two
equivalent affordances, which are detailed below.

1) Equivalence between affordances with actions defined
relative to actors: The comparison cases for affordances with
actions described relative to actors are shown in Figure 3.
There are 24 cases of comparison between the elements of
two affordances, stemming from all the possible equivalence
combinations between the elements. In each case we com-
pare the four components and establish if the elements of
affordances are equivalent.

Since actions are defined here relative to the actors, actors
with different morphology cannot perform the same action.
This renders inconsistent the cases in which different actors
perform the same action: lines (3), (4), (7), and (8). This
leaves us with 5 cases of equivalence, where:

• if a different action by a different actor on a different
object generates an equivalent effect, then we have
(actor, action, object) equivalence,

• if a different action by a different actor on the same
object generates an equivalent effect, then we have
(actor, action) equivalence,

• if a different action on a different object by the same
actor generates an equivalent effect, then we have
(object, action) equivalence,

• if the same action by the same actor on a different object
generates an equivalent effect, then we have object
equivalence,

• if a different action by the same actor on the same object
generates an equivalent effect, then we have action
equivalence.

We assume that the environment is a causal system: each
time the same agent applies the same action on the same
object, it will generate an equivalent effect. Generating a
different effect with the same actor, action, and object is
thus impossible, due to causality.
Both the effect equivalence and the non-equivalence cases
provide information about the relationship between two
affordances. The experimental validation of the affordance

# Actors Objects Actions Effects Conclusion

1 different different different different
(actor, object,
action) non-
equivalence

2 different different different equivalent
(actor, object,

action)
equivalence

3 different different same different
(actor, object)

non-
equivalence

4 different different same equivalent (actor, object)
equivalence

5 different same different different
(object,

action) non-
equivalence

6 different same different equivalent (actor, action)
equivalence

7 different same same different actor non-
equivalence

8 different same same equivalent actor
equivalence

9 same different different different
(object,

action) non-
equivalence

10 same different different equivalent
(object,
action)

equivalence

11 same different same different object non-
equivalence

12 same different same equivalent object
equivalence

13 same same different different action non-
equivalence

14 same same different equivalent action
equivalence

15 same same same different
impossible in

causal
systems

16 same same same equivalent due to
causality

Fig. 3. Comparison of the elements of 2 affordances, when actions are
described with respect to actors. Equivalence cases between affordances are
highlighted in green. Inconsistencies are highlighted in red.

equivalence concept will be described in more detail in
section V.

2) Equivalence between affordances with actions defined
relative to objects: The comparison cases for affordances
with actions described relative to objects are shown in
Figure 4. There are 23 cases of comparison, corresponding
to the total number of possible equivalence cases between
the elements of a pair of affordances.

Three types of affordance equivalence exist:
• an equivalence between an (object, action), that is

capable of generating the same effect, and
• an equivalence between two objects that generate the

same effect when the same action is applied on them,
• an equivalence between two actions on the same object.

B. Chaining of affordances

Once affordances are learned, a planning process can
suggest new interactions using acquired affordances, which
allows the transition between states of a specific plan. This
plan can also be described as having preconditions and
effects. Hence, we can view it as an affordance, where its
elements are complex, and result from the interactions of the
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# Objects Actions Effects Conclusion

1 different different different (object, action)
non-equivalence

2 different different equivalent (object, action)
equivalence

3 different same different object
non-equivalence

4 different same equivalent object
equivalence

5 same different different action
non-equivalence

6 same different equivalent action
equivalence

7 same same different impossible in
causal systems

8 same same equivalent due to causality

Fig. 4. Comparison of 2 affordances, when actions are described with
respect to objects. Equivalence cases between affordances are highlighted
in green.

Fig. 5. Example of a complex affordance from planning process. Actor
uses the learned affordances α1, α2, α3 and α4 to create the following
plan. Actor moves aside (state1) the box and effects box moved and
button appeared are detected (state2). Then Actor pushes the button to
generate button pushed and light turned on effects (state3). Actions
are chained by the planner in a composed action turn on light in order
to obtain a desired combination of effects.

elements of its constituent affordances. For example, Fig. 5
shows a complex affordance α5, that is formed by composed
elements and an action built by a planner, that includes the
individual actions of constituent affordances.

Affordances can be combined to generate action plans,
where the cause and the effects of affordances can be seen
as pre-conditions and post-conditions of the available actions.

Let a complex affordance αcomplex be defined as:

αcomplex = ((planned action, objects), effects) (6)

where planned action takes into account the preconditions
and intermediate effects of the constituent affordances to pro-
vide the transitions from an initial to a final state described
by the affordances:

α1 = ((action1, object1), effect1)

. . .

αn = ((actionn, objectn), effectn),

(7)

where the state of the world described by the effectk of αk

is used by the planner as the description of the state of the
world objectk+1 in the αk+1. This reuse of elements defines
a chaining operator based on learned affordances. Although
in this example the chaining is linear, chaining can have any
form that respects causality (e.g. tree, graph).

Whenever such a chained action fails to generate the
expected effect, it is possible to identify the cause of the
failure by decomposing the chained action into its constituent
parts, and verifying that all the expected affordance effects
are indeed observed.

C. Combination of affordance elements

It is possible to combine elements of affordances in
order to create new affordances. Affordances are acquired
relations between actors, objects, actions and effects. At
most, an actor can explore the environment to identify the
affordances of existing objects with the actor’s innate actions
and innate effect detectors. This affordance discovery forms
the knowledge discovery part.

Let us explore the possible combinations of affordances,
based on the definition of affordance given in eq. 1. We can
start by analysing the elements composing an affordance.
This combination of affordances will constitute the knowl-
edge generation part.

1) Object combination: We are interested in estimating
the affordances that are possible to generate through the
combination of objects. In this perspective, affordances are
related to objects, which provide them. Thus, the creation
of new objects could potentially provide new affordances
related to such objects. The goal is to define an operation,
which given:

• the objects to combine,
• the manner in which the objects are combined,
• the known affordances of the objects to combine,
• the list of all known objects and their affordances,

predicts the affordances of the resulting object.
Given a set of primal objects, each with its own set of

known affordances we can construct a new object, which
potentially inherits, loses or gains affordances. These esti-
mated affordances should be verified experimentally in order
to become known affordances.

We propose to predict an object’s affordances based on a
notion of quantified similarity between object descriptions.
Thus, a metric for comparing object descriptions is required.
Some experiments on the inference of affordances of com-
posite objects were already detailed in our previous work
[23].

2) Action combination: Let us consider two acquired
affordances.

α1 = (actor1, action1, object1, effect1)

α2 = (actor2, action2, object2, effect2)

When we (simultaneously) combine the two actions con-
stituting these affordances, we can expect to observe a
quantified change in the resulting effects. Thus, an effect
can be either diminished or amplified when two simultaneous
actions are exerted on the same object.
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The action-on-action influence is described in Table I. The
first row gives a hint about relationships between the actions
(i.e. they affect each other). The second row and third row
hint that only one action affects the other. The fourth row
hints that action1 and action2 are independent. Rows 5-8
are interpreted in a similar manner, but with an additional
effect being generated through the interaction of these two
actions. Effects can be preserved, increased/decreased, and
gained. Judging by their mutual influence on their effects,
actions can be mutually influential, one-sidedly influential,
and independent.

TABLE I
CONSEQUENCES OF COMBINED ACTIONS ON AN OBJECT, IN TERMS OF

OBTAINED EFFECTS.

#
Actions

Effects
Conclusion

effect1 effect2 effectnew

1

action1
&

action2

modified modified

none

Change in both affordances
2 same modified Change of an affordance
3 modified same Change of an affordance
4 same same No change of affordances
5 modified modified

new
effect

Change in both affordances
6 same modified Change of an affordance
7 modified same Change of an affordance
8 same same No change of affordances

Finding which of these cases applies to an action combina-
tion can guide a robot in its discovery of composite effects.
In addition, due to the combined behaviour, other effects
{effectnew|effectnew 6= effect1, effect2} can emerge.

3) Effect combination: Since effects are consequences of
actions, combining effects necessarily involves the combina-
tion of the causes generating these effects: objects, actors,
or actions. These combinations have been analysed in the
previous sections.

When searching for the conditions required to produce a
desired combination of effects, we can use the tables pre-
sented in the previous sections to infer the causal conditions
required for generating these effects.

4) Hybridisation: There is a particular kind of affordance
combination, called hybridisation, which allows to construct
descriptions of objects that possess relevant features required
for desired known affordances, learned on other objects.
Affordances from hybrid objects can be estimated from the
affordances of its constituent object features. Hybridisation
was described in more detail in our previous work [23].

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Of all the affordance operators presented in Section IV, we
are going to analyse the operators on affordance equivalence.
We designed experiments that would confirm the capability
of our affordance representation to detect equivalences and
non-equivalences between learned affordances.

First, we record the datasets for each affordance in the
format (action, object, effect). Each dataset contains the
values for the random variables representing the objects, ac-
tions, and effects. We then perform structure learning on the
Bayesian Network (BN) detailed in our previous works [22]

[23], using the acquired dataset. The equivalence between
two affordances can be detected by their ability to generate
the same effect. The precise type of equivalence between two
affordances, which tells which affordance elements’ values
are equivalent, can be identified by analysing the probabili-
ties obtained after querying the Bayesian Network to identify
which settings have similar probabilities of causing a given
effect.

Figure 6 shows the set of innate actions (motor capabili-
ties) for our Baxter actor: pull, push, poke, wipe, and move
aside. These actions were hand-coded and predefined. In our
scenario, the robot’s left and right arms played the role of
different agents. For Baxter’s right arm, we used a slightly
different morphology (the arm had no gripper). Since the
control commands for performing an action could not be the
same, we considered the second arm as another actor.

The objects employed were objects of daily use: toys
that can be assembled, markers and dusters. The objects
were selected so as to be large enough to allow an easy
segmentation and manipulation.

Although we used custom hand-written effect detectors
for the experimental use-cases, our experimental architecture
allows for an automatic effect detector. An effect detector
quantifies the change, if present, in one property of the
environment or the actor. For this series of experiments, we
developed the following effect detectors: colour change in a
2D image, using the hue value of the HSV colour model of
an object, or of a region of interest; object’s position change
(translation only); and the end-effector position. In previous
work [22] we have covered changes in torque joints, distance
between finger grippers and the speed of an object.

As shown in Figure 3, affordances composed of
4 elements (actor, object, action, effect), which have
their actions defined from the actor’s perspective, have
five cases of equivalence. We have selected three of
them to demonstrate the use of the affordance equiva-
lence operator. These experiments are detailed below. A
video demonstration of the aforementioned experiments
can be found at https://cloud.isir.upmc.fr/
owncloud/index.php/s/VtVroz5jkatIrS7.

1) (actor, action) equivalence: This experiment con-
sisted in discovering the equivalence between (actor, action)
tuples. Actor Baxtergripper is equipped with a gripper
and can perform action move aside. Actor Baxternogripper
does not have a gripper and can only perform action poke.
The expected effect is to reveal a red mark hidden by the
object toy, with features color : green and shape : box.

We performed 15 experiments with each (actor, action)
tuple. The obtained data was then fed to the Bayesian net-
work for structure learning. Figure 7.a shows the learned BN
for this experiment. Variables object shape and objed color
represent the object properties, variable color mark captures
the appereance or not of a colored mark. The queries
performed on the Bayesian network suggested that the effect
of revealing the red mark can be consistently recreated
when moving the object box, with a probability of 0.98
for the action moveaside done by the hand with a gripper,
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Actions of Baxtergripper Action of Baxternogripper
Push Pull Wipe Move aside Poke

Fig. 6. Set of innate actions for two actors: Baxtergripper equipped with a 7 d.o.f. arm, and an electrical gripper attached to it. and Baxternogripper

equipped only with a 7 d.o.f. arm. Poke is the only innate action of actor Baxternogripper .

and 0.97 for the action poke done by the hand with no
gripper. The probabilities are based on the total number of
trials that confirm these relationships. The fact that both
affordances consistently recreate equivalent effects, while
having some equal elements (same toy object employed in
both cases), point that affordances elements that differ, are in
fact equivalent (i.e. the tuples (Baxternogripper, poke) and
(Baxtergripper,moveaside)).

2) (object) equivalence: The experiment consisted in
determining the equivalence between two visually differ-
ent whiteboard dusters: dusterblue and dusterorange. Actor
Baxter applies the same action wipe to remove a red
marker trace from a blue coloured surface, as shown in
Fig. 6. For distinguishing the clean blue coloured surface
from the surface dirtied with the red marker, the robot’s in-
nate effect detector measured the effect on the hue, extracted
from an HSV histogram.

The robot performed 25 wipe actions with each duster,
after which the data was subsequently fed to the Bayesian
Network. Figure 7.b illustrates the learned BN for this
experiment. Objects are represented in the same way as in
Section V-.1. The effect captures the captures that change
in the wiped area is described by the variable color effet.
Queries revealed that the wipe action cleans the red marker
trace from the blue colored surface with a probability of
0.95 in both cases. Thus, since the observed effects were
equivalent, and the actor and action were the same, the
objects dusterblue and dusterorange can also be considered
equivalent.

3) (action) equivalence: In this experiment we analysed
equivalence between the actions of an agent. This experiment
consisted in placing the same object toy into a desired
location using two different actions push and pull of the
agent Baxter.

The robot performed 30 experiments with each of the
push and pull actions. Figure 7.c shows the learned BN for
(action) equivalence. The arrival of the object (described as
in previous experiments) to the desired position is described
by the effect variable x end. Variable object x start is an
object property that represents the object initial position. Ac-
cording to the Bayesian network that processed the obtained
data, there was a 0.97 probability to pull the object to the
desired location, and a 0.89 chance to do so by pushing it.

With all the rest being equal (the actor, object, and effect
are the same), and since both actions have a high probability
of generating the given effect, these push and pull actions
can be considered equivalent for placing the object toy in a
desired location.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented a formalisation for affordances and its
elements, and introduced 4 operators for working with them:
equivalence, combination, hybridisation, and chaining. We
perform structure learning on a Bayesian network to capture
affordances as sensorimotor representations, based on the
observed experimental data.

We analysed and validated experimentally the affordance
equivalence operator, demonstrating how to extract infor-
mation on the tuples of actors, actions and objects by
comparing two affordances and determining if such tuples
are equivalent.

The proposed operators provide mechanisms for knowl-
edge discovery (affordance learning), imitation (affordance
equivalence) and action planning (affordance chaining)
which allows for a multi-object and multi-affordance system
for robotic interaction.

It would be interesting to further develop this work into
an algebra of affordances, that would provide a full set of
operators for manipulating them.

Our future work will concentrate on the experimental
validation of the remaining operators. Most importantly, we
will implement the proposed generalization of affordances
learned by specific robots (using actions defined in their
own joint space) to affordances applicable to objects (using
actions defined in the operations space). This would lower
the learning complexity, as tasks would not need to be
learned for each kind of manipulator, but would be learned
independently from the manipulator.

We also propose to design a non-supervised categorization
method to extract, from the perceptual space, salient visual
features to represent objects, (such as: lines, edges, colour,
etc.) that would automatically adapt the robot its environ-
ment.
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Fig. 7. Learned Bayesian networks for the experiments of a) (actor, action) equivalence (Section V-.1), b) (object) equivalence (Section V-.2) and c)
(action) equivalence (Section V-.3).
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